AGENTS OF CHANGE
FOR UK RETAIL

THE REALITIES OF THE UK MARKET

Accessing the UK for the ﬁrst time has always been difﬁcult
Importers are spoilt for choice - wines without market proﬁle struggle to get attention
Those that succeed can get lost in huge portfolios
Retail Buying Groups can be an effective alternative but are notoriously difﬁcult to join

UK On Trade loses £32bn in 2020 Q2
100's of restaurants, pubs & bars expected to permanently close due to crisis
Many On Trade-focussed importers now face an existential threat

Importers struggling to support current agencies, let alone source new ones

No major trade tastings likely until 2021
The traditional way into the UK via an importer is therefore largely closed

Meanwhile UK leads the world in increased consumption of alcohol during lockdown (!)
Retail alcohol sales grow 49% YOY in June*
Online alcohol sales grow 82% YOY in June

* Kantar World Panel Report - July 2020

Buying behaviour favoured local & online during lockdown, pattern now continues
Winter threatens more spikes or a 2nd wave, making new lockdowns likely
Independent wine retailers have already made a small but signiﬁcant dent in major
multiples' market share

HOW CAN A BOUTIQUE PRODUCER BRIDGE THE GAP TO REACH UK CONSUMERS ?

A unique partnership that brings together a dynamc sales function,
an integrated marketing suite and state-of-art distribution

PROPELLER will build your volume and proﬁle over 6-12 months and
then matchmake you with the UK's brightest and best agent/importers

Or stick with our platform for the long term and keep
generating additional proﬁt with every bottle sold

PROPELLER is a collaboration between leading wholesaler EWGA and Wild Ferment,
a specialist consultancy founded by UK wine trade stalwart, Jamie Wynne-Grifﬁths

1972

EWGA BEGINS TRADING

1992

JAMIE'S FIRST WINE JOB!

£10
Million 38

EWGA TURNOVER

EWGA STAFF

CARNFORTH Bond

WAREHOUSE CAPACITY

41,500 sq. ft.
NEXT DAY ACCESS TO UK
BY CASE OR PALLET
WICKWAR Bond

FOUNDED BY JAMIE IN 2018 AFTER
20 YEARS AT BIBENDUM, ENOTRIA &
O.W. LOEB

Agents of Change: A New Way To Access UK Retail

SAMPLING &
AGREEMENT

Propeller draw-up
benchmark, create sales
resources, agree target list,
sample to generate preorders & drive Social Media

Producer sends stock to
EWGA Bond on
consignment, airfreights
sample stock & pays 50%
of ﬁrst invoice.

Samples tasted and
packaging assessed for
market viability. Launch
range and terms agreed.
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PRE-SALES

SHIPPING

2

LANDING

3

PRICING

SALES

Pricing ﬁnalised to

Stock arrives at EWGA
Bond. Remaining 50%
of invoice paid.

Propeller instigates
direct sales to
retailers. We receive,
process, deliver &
invoice all orders.

include: COST +
SHIPPING + DUTY +
LANDING COSTS +
RENTAL + MARGIN
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INVOICING

MARKETING

At month-end Producer
invoices Propeller for
sales in the previous
month (COST +
SHIPPING + MARGIN).
Propeller retains
balance to pay DUTY &
WAREHOUSE COSTS
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RINSE & REPEAT
Sales drive continues until
we agree to start search for
a 'regular' importer. Or you
can continue with us
indeﬁnitely. By about
Month 4 access to the
market should be costneutral

Propeller attends
Trade/Generic events,
liaises with Press and
undertakes Retailer
Promotions
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SAMPLING &
ASSESSMENT
The UK retail market is incredibly competitive so once we've tasted your range and assessed your
packaging and price expectations we'll be honest with you about your prospects. We don't want to
waste your investment if we think that your chances of success are limited. Equally if the wine quality is
at 'peer level' but the labels need work then we can brief internal or external designers to make
appropriate reﬁnements at a pre-agreed additional charge. Tastings are conducted blind by a panel
made up of the sales team and some local retailers whose opinions (and palates!) we value.

AGREEMENT
We then agree how many wines to launch for you and what marketing and sampling budgets to set.
Invariably 'less is more' because we can focus on a succinct key range and then deploy additional
cuvees for speciﬁc initiatives and exclusives. Whilst our pricing is geared around the number of
wines that we handle for you, we know from experience that a tight range will set you up for success
rather than a long one.

SHIPPING
We know that sending your wine on consignment is a big leap of faith, and paying 50% of our ﬁrst
invoice at the same time feels even scarier....but let us explain why we structure access to the Propeller
platform in this way:
Firstly we are not a 'regular importer', we are a launch pad for your wines. We provide this as a service
to give you momentum in the UK and then match-make you with a 'regular importer' once the hard
miles of market penetration have been achieved. To access the UK as a new producer is difﬁcult at the
best of times, let alone in the current climate, but to approach an importer 6-12 months from now with
a thriving network of retailers and a growing consumer following already in place is a totally different
matter.
Partnering with a leading importer is usually the end goal but, as you'll see from the economics below,
working with us long term can achieve that rare thing of yielding a proﬁt in addition to your FOB
margin, and that might make you rethink things altogether. In other words we can be your nimble,
dynamic agent going forward if that's what you'd prefer. Either scenario would be a resounding success
in our eyes.

PRE-SALES
Your wine being on the water isn't dead time, on the contrary for us it's a crucial period of preparation. By
the time your wine lands at our warehouse we'll have the following in place:
An exhaustive benchmark of your launch range versus current market incumbents, comprising:
Packaging, Price Points, Importers, Key Customers, Social Media Proﬁles
Promotion plans & collateral
Sales resources
Prospect target list
Key prospects will have been sampled to secure pre-orders
Press brieﬁng
Social Media momentum, in collaboration with your in-house marketing resource.

LANDING &
PRICING
Given the ambition to ultimately match-make you with a mainstream importer it's crucial that your range
hits the market with robust, durable pricing. That's why we add a margin that mimics what an importer
would normally levy (circa 20%) as well as all the other costs of landing, warehousing and distribution that
they would have to factor in. This means that if/when you leave us there's no interruption to market
pricing and your new importer inherits the customer base that we've established at their desired margin.
Remember though that while you're with us, that margin comes back to you on all sales.

SALES
The Propeller Team comprises 10 seasoned, highly networked sales professionals capable of placing your
range with the best Independent Retailers (Indies) across England, Wales and Scotland. Those sales are
100% administered, delivered and invoiced by Propeller.
Jamie heads up the sales drive and is your main point of contact. He draws on over 25 years' experience
running sales teams for some the biggest names in UK wholesale. The rest of team are also full time EWGA
Regional Sales Managers, meaning that they can add Propeller wines into their customer base with ease, as
well as tackling new prospects. Detailed daily sales reports allow us to spot trends and attrition, meaning
that we maintain your sales trajectory and never lose focus on the job you're paying us to do for you.

RETAIL FOCUS
Indies have enjoyed a resurgence in recent years as wine-savvy consumers move away from mainstream
supermarket wine ranges in favour of local specialists, a pattern that's been further accelerated by the
Covid pandemic. These businesses usually comprise 1-4 sites and serve a local community with passionate,
personable, well-trained staff. Quite often they also service local restaurants, pubs, hotels, caterers and
events as they are logistically the best placed to do so, and those businesses invariably want to support local
suppliers as much as they do local farmers and artisans. We target around 350 Indies (out of 800+) based on
their calibre, credit-worthiness, range and reputation. Also ﬁrmly on the radar are the luxury retailers;
Harrods, Harvey Nichols, Selfridges & Hedonism.
That being said, the prospect of a listing at a major multiple like Waitrose, Sainsbury's or Tesco, or a national
retailer like Majestic is highly desirable - but due caution is essential! First, as a new entrant, there's the
difﬁculty of getting onto the buyer's radar at all...and secondly, if successful, the listing is invariably subject
to a delist at some point (sometimes very sudden) leaving the brand with the prospect of tackling the market
afresh or liquidating UK stock and retreating. The other thing to acknowledge is that whilst the multiples
account for a dizzying 80% of all wine sold in the UK they do very little to provide momentum and consumer
awareness for boutique brands. Our approach is therefore to establish a durable network of Indie retailers
and drive a genuine consumer following before contemplating a national listing. If our success with your
wines gets a multiple's attention then the discussion will be around a strategic brand/cuvee from your range
that doesn't conﬂict with current Indie listings.

What about the On Trade ?
As we write this our beloved restaurant trade is on its knees. Existing suppliers to those businesses are
doing all they can to maintain a mutually supportive status quo. We have some very strong existing On
Trade accounts that we can target, however 90% of our focus is on retail because that's where the
consistent volume lies, and where we can create value and loyalty.
The 'New Normal' poses an existential threat to the traditional importer model, at least the On Trade
focused ones. It's difﬁcult to foresee what the landscape is going to look like 12 months from now, but sadly
it's inevitable that some of these businesses will not survive. Given that these importers are usually the
gateways into the UK for boutique producers (that we would ultimately target for you) we believe that
Propeller provides not only a crucial access point in these uncertain times, but also a safe haven until a new
status quo emerges.
It's worth mentioning at this point that we also work with airlines such as British Airways, Virgin and
Emirates and major festivals (when we can have them again...!) like Glastonbury, Wilderness &
Glyndbourne.

INVOICING
Propeller invoices the retailer. We take the credit risk, we pay the Duty as your wine leaves the warehouse
we cover all the sale team's costs and we pay for the distribution to get it to its destination. However this is
YOUR wine so at the end of the month you're going to invoice us for the reported sales to include the prorata cost you incurred shipping the wine to us, the cost of the wine itself AND that magic margin. We
CONTRACTUALLY GUARANTEE to pay you by Day 15 of the following month.
Clearly it's down to us to get your wine moving ASAP and there are no guarantees as to how quickly we can
establish that momentum - but as you can see on the table below the point comes quite quickly (if all the
stars align) when your Net Investment (Our Retainer minus Your Margin) becomes neutral. And, yes if you've
got something really special then that momentum can then potentially take you into cost-positive territory in other words, you make a margin on top of your underlying product margin for accessing the UK market.
When that happens we will have a jubilant Zoom call with you, crack a bottle of something extravagant in the
ofﬁce and let off some ﬁreworks.
The market dynamics post-Covid now massively favour Indies, hence our focus on the sector. The nature of
this platform is nonetheless versatile, nimble and reactionary - so for instance when the market changes and
we can talk to cruiselines again we'll be straight on the phone to them.

Recouping costs with every bottle sold...
PRODUCER
SHIPPING

WINE COST

MARGIN

INVOICE PRICE
TO RETAILER
LANDING
COSTS
PROPELLER

WAREHOUSE
RENTAL

DUTY

DELIVERY

MARKETING
Propeller will act as your UK Trade Marketing ofﬁce, in particular we will deal with:
Liaising with Press for reviews, interviews & proﬁle pieces
Submitting wines for panel tastings & awards (entry fees charged separately, at cost)
Attending in-store tastings & Consumer events
Attending Trade & Generic events when they are re-established.
Each monthly retainer includes Jamie attending an event for 1 day. Unused days can be 'rolled
over' to the next month
Part of our initial agreement will be setting a marketing budget that we administer and invoice
you for on a monthly basis. This would include the creation of POS, promotions and UK events.
No expenses will be incurred without your explicit, prior agreement. We will also be happy to
help organise customer visits to your property.

PACKAGES
Our packages are based on the number of wines that we handle for you - but this is not an exhaustive
list so if there's a different permutation that you need then we can create a bespoke plan.
One package that we think is especially useful is the Group Plan which allows 3 or 4 producers to
pool resources. Stock can be sent as groupage or from each property, whichever suits your situation.
Again we can work on different permutations if required. We've found that generic bodies are
especially attracted to this route as it allows them to place key strategic wines from a number of
producers on the platform to create a deﬁnitive representation of a particular region or
appellation...and quite often there is local government funding that can be applied to the cost.
Producers can also access the platform on a single wine basis - this is ideal for testing the waters
with a new product or as a means of liquidating an overstocked SKU.

Cost per month

Cost per wine
per month

Break Even
(6pks per
wine)

5

£2,000

£400

25

#2

8

£2,500

£313

19

#3

12

£3,000

£250

15

Group Plan

20

£4,000

£200

12

Single Wine

Up to x4

£500

Package

Number of
wines

#1

30

Minimum contract duration is 6 months. Single Wine contracts are bespoke according to your aims, the volume available etc

Entering a market, particularly one like the UK, carries a cost - whether it's you spending time here yourself
or employing a Brand Ambassador / Export Manager. We want access through Propeller to be as costeffective and transparent as possible, as a result you'll see a Break Even ﬁgure that shows how many 6 packs
of each wine need to move through the platform per month to equal the retainer investment (this is based on
you earning an average margin of £2.70 per bottle).
Of course, anything over the Break Even ﬁgure is pure proﬁt for you and we aim to achieve this by about
Month 5-6.

SUMMARY

PROPELLER is a low cost*, hybrid distribution platform
specially designed for boutique producers

Our service enables you to overcome all the obstacles that normally confront a producer accessing
the UK for the ﬁrst time.
We generate volume and proﬁle over 6-12 months to build a strong business case to then take to a
'traditional' Agent/Importer.
OR you can continue with us indeﬁnitely.
You send us your wine on consignment and you pay us a monthly retainer BUT you receive payment
each month for all the wine that's been sold, plus your shipping costs, plus the margin that an
importer would have normally earned.
*This margin means that the process should become cost neutral by Month 4 (after the stock has
arrived) and if the sales trajectory continues you start generating a proﬁt by about Month 5-6.
We believe that a producer earning proﬁt in two areas (product and wholesale margin) is a unique
proposition that's especially welcome in these uncertain times.
In contrast to the normal importer relationship you have the right to EXPECT RESULTS from us, not
just be disappointed when they either take time to materialise or don't come through at all.
We are not a traditional wholesaler that you've had to jump through hoops to get a listing with and
then keep your ﬁngers crossed that sales actually take off within a huge portfolio and across a large
sales force that individually has its own preferences and priorities. It's often purely down to luck
whether things work commercially for you in that scenario.
Also, unlike a regular importer where the ﬂow of information and feedback can be sporadic or nonexistent, our reporting to you is monthly and extremely detailed, giving us all the insight to ﬂex the
offer where appropriate to secure optimal gains.
The central aim of that reporting is to create a meaningful connection between you, the retailer
and the consumer.
Big brands and 'icon' producers call the shots with importers whereas small producers (sometimes
from 'lesser' appellations, specialising in indigenous varietals) often have to accept the opportunities
that they're given.

PROPELLER levels the playing ﬁeld, putting you ﬁrmly back in CONTROL.

THE PROPELLER TEAM

JAMIE WYNNE-GRIFFITHS - Founder
Jamie has worked in the UK wine trade for nearly 30 years. In that time
he's run sales teams for the likes of Bibendum, Enotria and OW Loeb. He's
also been a trainer, presenter, buyer and occasional columnist. When he's
not criss-crossing the UK selling wine he lives in Dorset with his wife, two
kids and a menagerie of cats and dogs.

ADRIAN MOECKELL - Managing Director, EWGA Ltd
Adrian took on the family business in the 1990's and has masterminded
the establishment of two Bonded Warehouses, numerous regional
acquisitions, the launch of two WineTime retail stores and even the
purchase of a pub. Adrian lives in Lancashire and is a self-confessed
Burgundy nut.

SOME KEY MEMBERS OF THE SALES TEAM
Craig Chappell
Craig was an accomplished hotel operator before joining EWGA in 2010 and shares Adrian's love of
Burgundy.
Dan Walker
Before joining the EWGA family Dan spent his early career in various front of house roles in top
restaurants in London, Sydney and the South of France.
Tina Lewis
Tina began her career in restaurant management before spending 7 years at Oddbins and then 15 years
with Heritage Wines.
Peter Monk
Peter has over 30 years' experience in the wine industry and 10 years with EWGA. His career started with
2 years at the Lycée d'Enseignement Professionnel de Montreuil Bellay studying Viticulture and Oenology.

KEY FACTS

INITIAL ASSESSMENT
UK buyer and consumer expectations around packaging and wine quality are extremely high so your
wines need to be of a certain calibre if your investment in our platform is going to be produce optimal
volume. If you're receptive to the idea of a wine label review or a strategic label then we can oversee
the brief and production of something that we know will 'wow' the crowds. We would do this AT
COST via a number of different designers that we regularly work with, depending on your budget.
CONTRACT
For our regular packages the minimum duration is 6 months. In our experience anything less does not
allow for the results that we strive for, particularly when factoring in shipping time and, currently, the
evolving pandemic landscape.
In the very unlikely event that things don't work out and you want to leave us then we will accept 1
month's PAID NOTICE. If your account is up to date at the end of the notice period we will send back
any remaining stock at our own cost.
MONTHLY REPORTING
Jamie will act as your main point of contact and he will be regularly in touch on email and phone/
Zoom. At the end of each month you will also receive a detailed sales report that breaks down volume
per SKU, margin achieved, net investment and full details of each customer. Unlike a regular importer
that needs to protect their customer base should you jump to a competitor, we will be totally open
with you about who your customers are - after all they're YOUR customers as much as ours.
A REAL PLATFORM
We use the word 'platform' not because we've designed a faceless ecommerce business run by
algorithms but because we provide a physical landing pad for your wines.
LIVE REPORTING
Producers can view their stock 24/7 via the dedicated EWGA Warehouse Portal.

CONTACT DETAILS
All enquiries should be directed to Jamie in the ﬁrst instance:
Jamie Wynne-Grifﬁths - jamie@wildferment.co.uk - +44 7850 388788
Wild Ferment Ltd
Company number: 09460808
www.linkedin.com/in/jamie-wynne-grifﬁths
EWGA Ltd
Adrian Moeckell, Managing Director
Hyning Home Farm, Dock Acres, Warton, Lancashire, LA6 1HP
Company number: 04704072
www.ewga.net

www.wine-propeller.com....will be going live in mid-August!

